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Abstract
Water-based computing emerged as a branch of membrane computing in which water tanks act as permeable membranes 
connected via pipes. Valves residing at the pipes control the flow of water in terms of processing rules. Resulting water tank 
systems provide a promising platform for exploration and for case studies of information processing by flow of liquid media 
like water. We first discuss the possibility of realizing a single layer neural network using tanks and pipes systems. Moreo-
ver, we discuss the possibility to create a multi-layer neural network, which could be used to solve more complex problems. 
Two different implementations are considered: in a first solution, the weight values of the connections between the network 
nodes are represented by tanks. This means that the network diagram includes multiplication structures between the weight 
tanks and the input tanks. The second solution aims at simplifying the network proposed in the previous implementation, 
by considering the possibility to modify the weight values associated to neuron by varying the diameter of the connecting 
pipes between the tanks. The multiplication structures are replaced with a timer that regulates the opening of the outlet valves 
of all the tanks. These two implementations can be compared to evaluate their efficiency, and considerations will be made 
regarding the simplicity of implementation.

Keywords Membrane systems · Water-based computing · Neural networks

1 Introduction

P systems, initially introduced by Gh. Păun in [27], are a 
computational model inspired by biological membranes that 
operate in a parallel and distributed manner. These systems 

are characterized by their decentralized nature and their evo-
lution is based on the content of interconnected membranes. 
A strong investigation effort has been done on the model, 
and it is still in progress, considering different aspects. 
Recent works appeared considering questions related to 
computing properties [22, 25], computing efficiency [1, 16, 
17], relations with other formal models like, e.g., Petri nets 
[4], Morphogenetic systems [34], or Markov chains [32], and 
application to real problems [3, 7, 30, 35, 38].

Numerous variants of P systems have also been proposed 
and extensively studied, including P systems with active 
membranes [26, 28, 33], spiking neural P systems [6, 9, 13, 
19, 31, 37, 40], tissue P systems [15, 23, 38], and P colonies 
[5, 14].

Recent research efforts have focused on simulating P sys-
tems on mainstream hardware [2, 36], formal verification 
techniques [20, 21], or employing more visual approaches 
like [8].

Another recently introduced idea concerns membrane 
water computing, introduced in [10] and driven by the goal 
of obtaining a parallel computing system without any cen-
tral control. In such a system, the flow of water is solely 
regulated by local measurements of tank filling levels in a 
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finite number of water tanks, each capable of holding an 
initial volume of water and storing or collecting water up to 
a maximum capacity. The water tank system can be viewed 
as a membrane system: the water tanks can be seen as mem-
branes permeable to inflow and/or outflow of water mol-
ecules, whose presence is dynamically regulated by local 
measurements (interaction rules).

The volume of water contained in a tank serves as both 
data carrier and a medium for data processing, achieved by 
manipulating the volume over time. Tanks are intercon-
nected using pipes, which allow the directed transfer of 
water from one tank to another when opened. The pipes can 
be equipped with one or more valves, which can be config-
ured in different ways. A valve has two states: "fully open" 
or "fully closed", and it is determined by monitoring the fill-
ing level in a specific tank. When the level of water exceeds 
a predetermined threshold or indicates a nearly empty tank, 
the valve fully opens or remains closed at the hosting pipe 
during the ongoing time step, respectively. A pipe will trans-
port water only if all its valves are fully opened and the sup-
plying tank has water available. The entrance of a pipe can 
be positioned at any desired filling level in its supply tank, 
requiring a minimum amount of water in the tank before the 
pipe can be filled.

Water tank systems provide a promising platform for 
exploration and for case studies of information processing 
based on the controlled flow of liquid media like water. This 
concept gives a strong motivation and substantiates the sig-
nificance of further work in detail for application scenarios.

A water tank system can operate in either analog or 
binary mode. In analog mode, the volume of water within 
a tank represents a non-zero natural number. To facilitate 
this, we introduce water tank systems for arithmetic opera-
tions such as addition, non-negative subtraction, division, 
and multiplication. These systems can be assembled to per-
form sequenced or nested computations. Furthermore, a ring 
oscillator, consisting of a cyclic structure with at least three 
water tanks, emulates a clock signal. In binary mode, an 
empty or nearly empty water tank corresponds to the logical 
value “0,” while a full or nearly full tank corresponds to “1,” 
with latencies during the filling or emptying process.

The obtained systems operate autonomously in a decen-
tralized manner, simply relying on local measurements of 
filling levels. We stress the fact that, since a water tank can 
be viewed as a membrane that allows the inflow and/or out-
flow of water molecules, dynamically regulated by local 
measurements, such an approach is closely related to tissue 
membrane systems.

In the original paper [10], authors define basic logic gates 
such as OR, AND, and a bit duplicator for water-based logic 
operations. These logic gates can be connected to form 
Boolean circuits with the ability of inherent self-synchroni-
zation, eliminating the need for external control.

In this paper, we first discuss the possibility of realizing 
a single layer neural network using tanks and pipes systems, 
through which water flows. Moreover, we discuss the pos-
sibility to create a multi-layer neural network, which could 
be used to solve more complex problems. We stress the fact 
that one advantage of such an implementation lies in the pos-
sibility to adopt it for explaining the functioning of Neural 
Network at different levels, to students or even more general 
audience, clearly illustrating the basic principles behind a 
Neural Network. In fact, the flow and the containment of 
water are easily visible by human senses, and the process of 
learning can be directly observed in details.

Two different implementations are considered: in a first 
solution, the weight values of the connections between the 
network nodes are obtained by using specific tanks. The sec-
ond solution aims at simplifying the network proposed in 
the previous one, by considering the possibility to modify 
the weight values associated to each neuron by varying the 
diameter of the connecting pipes between the tanks.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall 
some definitions related to water based computing, and we 
recall some basic multiplication schemes realized by means 
of water tanks, which will be used in the rest of the paper. 
In Sect. 3, two different implementations of the basic per-
ceptron are presented. In Sect. 4, an implementation of 
the multilayer-perceptron and the description of three dif-
ferent activation functions are discussed. In Sect. 5, we 
draw some conclusions and give some directions for future 
investigations.

2  Basic definitions

In this section, we shortly recall some definitions that will 
be useful while reading the rest of the paper. For a complete 
introduction to P systems, we refer the reader to The Oxford 
Handbook of Membrane Computing [29].

A water tank system represents a special type of mem-
brane systems in which a single membrane is described 
by a water tank able to store an amount of water up to its 
predefined finite capacity. The communication between 
membranes has been managed by pipes that enable a 
controllable flow of water from one tank to another one. 
Communication rules appear by definition of valves. Here, 
each pipe can be equipped with an arbitrary number of 
valves. By default, a valve fully closes its hosting pipe. A 
valve either fully opens or remains closed its hosting pipe 
based on measurements iterated in discrete time steps. For 
instance, a valve opens if and only if the filling level in a 
specific water tank exceeds a certain threshold, otherwise 
it closes. If the condition for an open valve is not fulfilled 
any more, it closes at the end of the ongoing time step. 
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Water gets transported via a pipe if and only if all resid-
ing valves are opened and the supply tank contains water.

The first formal definition of a water tank system was 
given in [10]. Later, a more simplified version was pub-
lished in [11, 12]. In order to cope with the needs for emu-
lation of perceptrons, the modelling framework for water 
tank systems undergoes a further stage of extension by 
additional types of valves and by additional parameters 
for specification of pipes.

Formally, a water tank system is a construct

with its components:

• W is a finite and non-empty set of tank identifiers 
(water tanks).

• A is a finite and non-empty set of valve identifiers 
(actuators).

• � ∶ W ⟶ ℝ+ ∪ {∞} is a function assigning a capac-
ity to each tank (tank capacity). ℝ+ stands for the set 
of positive rational numbers. The capacity defines the 
maximum volume of water a tank can store. Excessive 
water is removed from a tank by overflow drain. Please 
note that tanks with an infinite capacity are allowed to 
act as a reservoir.

• E ⊂ W × {<,=,≤,>,≥,≠} ×ℝ specifies a finite set of 
decision rules resulting from measurements (evalua-
tion). A measurement reveals the current volume of 
water in a tank from W. We assume that each meas-
urement returns a non-negative rational number in ℝ 
including zero. An element e ∈ E stands for a compari-
son by means of a relational operator. This comparison 
is carried out what finally implies an underlying deci-
sion by answering “true” or “false”, respectively.

• r ∶ A ⟶ E defines a mapping that assigns a decision 
rule to each valve. Hence, each valve comes with a 
dedicated behaviour (reaction).

• P ⊂ W ×W × P(A) symbolises a finite set of pipes in 
which each pipe starts at a tank from W, ends at a tank 
from W and hosts none, one, or several valves. These 
valves have been given by an element from the power 
set P(A).

• v0 ∶ W ⟶ ℝ ∪ {∞} specifies the initial volume of 
water for each water tank in W. For all water tanks 
w ∈ W  , it holds v0(w) ≤ �(w).

• s0 ∶ P ⟶ ℝ+ . This function assigns an initial diameter 
(size) to each pipe. Diameters are expressed by rational 
numbers greater than zero.

• �t ∈ ℝ+ defines the duration of a discrete time step 
given by a constant non-negative rational number.

(1)� = (W,A, �,E, r,P, v0, s0,�t)

A water tank system evolves in discrete constant time 
steps beginning with its initial configuration. The exe-
cution of a time step consists of a sequence of actions. 
Valves are closed by default. First, all measurements 
are done simultaneously in all involved tanks. Then, 
all decisions based on these measurements have been 
made. Next, the valves update their state according to 
the corresponding decision rules. In case, a decision 
ends up with “true”, the valve fully opens. Otherwise, 
the valve remains closed. Now, water can flow or not 
through the pipes. Each pipe whose valves are all fully 
opened transports a portion of water during the ongoing 
time step when supplied. In addition, the portion of water 
depends on the size of the pipe. As a consequence, the 
water volume of either related tanks needs to be updated 
(increased or decreased). Finally, the size of each pipe can 
be adapted (made smaller or larger). After all the afore-
mentioned actions have been carried out, the processing 
within the current time step is finalised, all valves become 
closed again, and the subsequent time step might begin. 
The water tank system stops if the water volumes in all 
water tanks keep constant over two successive time steps 
indicating a final system’s configuration.

We recall now the integer multiplication scheme, a copy 
of the one presented in [10]. In this scheme, the operation 
works as follows: a unit is subtracted from tank x at each 
iteration of the loop until the tank x becomes empty, while at 
each iteration, the value of y is added to the result tank. For 
implementation details and a detailed description of how it 
works, we refer the reader to [10] (Fig. 1).

For the sake of completeness, the schemes related to mul-
tiplication with rational values are also provided. However, 
it is important to keep in mind that multiplication involv-
ing rational numbers introduces approximations and lacks 
precision. For optimal outcomes, we have categorized the 
multiplication process into three cases, taking into account 
the input values (x, y). 

1. x, y < 0.81
2. x, y < 1 and x or y > 0.8
3. x or y > 1

We depict below the schemes for case 1 (see Fig. 2) and case 
2 (see Fig. 3); the subtraction schema can be found in [10].

The subtraction works as follows: the valves placed on the 
pipes connecting the tanks (x and y) to the sink are opened 
simultaneously. The contents of both tanks are drained at 
the same time until one of the tanks becomes empty. The 
result is then taken from tank x. From this description, it is 
evident that if x is less than y, then the result of the opera-
tion will be zero.

For the third case, the schema is the same as the mul-
tiplication with integers presented earlier. However, it is 
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important to note that, for this operation, it is advisable 
to position the larger number in the tank labeled as x, to 
ensure a more accurate result. Conversely, if the numbers are 

swapped, the outcome may not be as precise; as an example, 
the operation 0.3 * 5.5 would give a result of 5.5.

3  Implementing perceptrons 
through water‑based computing

Artificial Neural Networks (or simply Neural Networks) 
are mathematical models composed of nodes (neurons) that 
are inspired by the functioning of the human brain, where 
interconnected neurons exchange information. A neural 
network is an "adaptive" system capable of modifying its 
structure (nodes, interconnections, and weights) based on 
both external data and internal information that connect and 
pass through the neural network during the learning phase.

The perceptron, introduced by McCulloch-Pitts in [24], 
is a machine learning algorithm used for supervised learn-
ing of binary classifiers. These classifiers are functions that 
determine whether an input, represented by a numerical 
vector, belongs to a particular class or not. More formally, 
given an input with n variables (x1, x2, ..., xk), the algorithm 
define a boundary as a linear combination of these variables: 
w1x1 + w2x2 +⋯ + wnxn + b = 0, where wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are 
the weights and b is a constant called bias. The perceptron 
algorithm determines values for wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and b in such 
a way that the data points on one side of the line belong to 
one class, while the data points on the other side belong 
to the other class. If w1x1 + w2x2 +⋯ + wnxn + b > 0 , then 
the classifier outputs 1; otherwise, it outputs 0. A learning 
algorithm to determine the weights consists in randomly 
assign a value to each of them, initially, and then iteratively 
updating the values according to some training dataset, until 
a convergence criterion has been reached.

In this section, we propose an implementation of a per-
ceptron and a simple multilayer perceptron by means of 

Fig. 1  Integer multiplication

Fig. 2  Rational values multiplication case 1

Fig. 3  Rational values multiplication case 2
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Water-Based Computing. In particular, we will consider 
water-based systems operating in analog mode: in this mode, 
the volume of water within a tank corresponds to a non-zero 
natural number. A XOR gate is used to track negative or 
positive results: we assume that positive values encode to 
logical value ‘0’ and negative value to ‘1’. The XOR gate can 
be obtained as a modified version of the OR gate presented 
in [10], with an added valve in the result tank.

The water volume from the two input tanks is combined 
in a result tank. The input tanks have a maximum capacity 
corresponding to the logic level 1, while the result tank has 
two times this capacity. When both inputs tanks are 1, the 
result of the XOR gate must be 0. This issue can be resolved 
by using a simple valve added to the original OR gate, that 
opens when the content of the result tank reaches its full 
level. All the water is then drained, resulting in an empty 
result tank, corresponding to a 0. This logic gate will be used 
to control the sign of the operations of multiplication used 
to design perceptrons.

As a starting point, a simple version of a network with a 
single node of binary activation (0,1) was considered. This 
node is called a "simple perceptron", because it uses a sim-
ple step function as its activation function. The activation 
function of a node is a mathematical function that defines 
the output of the node after receiving the sum of weighted 
inputs.

We discuss two possible implementations of the network, 
referred to as implementation 1 and implementation 2. We 
stress the fact that the subtractions used in the schemes of 
the two presented solutions allow for negative results. The 
operation is similar to the non-negative subtraction schema 
presented in [10]. Water is simultaneously discharged from 
both tanks until one becomes empty. At this point, the 
remaining water in the other tank flows towards the result 
tank. Additionally, on the right side of the diagrams in fig-
ures 2 and 3, there is a control tank which indicates if the 
subtraction result is negative.

3.1  Implementation 1

In the first proposed implementation, the chosen approach 
is to multiply the input by the corresponding weight value. 
Formally, the system to implement the perceptron is defined 
as follows:

r=

W = {(w1), (x1), (w2), (x2), (b), (S+),

(S−), (Res), (Sw1), (Sx1), (Sw2),

(Sx2), (Sb), (Smultiplication1),

(Smultiplication2), ([(S+) − (S−)]),

(w1old), (t), (y), (X1), (n),

(Subtraction1), (Ssub1), (SX1), (xor),

(SMult3), (sw1new), (sw1old),

(Subtraction2), (w1new), (s�), (g�),

(h�), (f �), (e�), (reservoir)}

A = {(w1newne), (w2newne), (bnewne),

(sw1newne), (sw2newne), (sbnewne),

(e�ne), (Start), (SMult1e),

(SMult1ne), (SMult2e), (SMult2ne),

(Sbe), (Sbne), (be), (w1ne), (Resne),

(x1ne), (sw1olde), (s�ne),

(f �ne), (g�ne), (h�ne), (sw1oldne),

(Smult3e), (Smult3ne), (te), (yne),

(sw1ne), (ye), (X1e), (Sub1e), (ne), (Mult3e),

(w1olde), (Mult4e), (SSubtraction2ne)}

𝜏 = {(w1, 2), (x1, 2), (w2, 2), (x2, 2),

(b, 2), (S+, 10), (S−, 10), (Res, 2),

(Sw1, 1), (Sx1, 1), (Sw2, 1), (Sx2, 1),

(Sb, 1), (Smultiplication1, 1),

(Smultiplication2, 1), (xor, 1),

([(S+) − (S−)], 10), (reservoir,∞)

(w1old, 2), (t, 2), (y, 2), (X1, 2),

(n, 1), (Subtraction1, 2), (Ssub1, 1),

(SX1, 1), (SMult3, 1), (sw1new, 1),

(sw1old, 1), (Subtraction2, 2),

(w1new, 2), (s�, 1), (g�, 1), (h�, 1), (f �, 1), (e�, 1)}

E = {(w1new > 0), (w2new > 0), (bnew > 0),

(sw1new > 0), (sw2new > 0),

(sbnew > 0), (Smultiplication1 > 0),

(Smultiplication2 > 0), (Sb > 0),

(b > 0), (w1 > 0), (Res > 0), (x1 > 0),

(s� > 0), (Sw1old > 0), (f � > 0),

(g� > 0), (h� > 0), (e� > 0), (t > 0),

(y > 0), (Sw1 > 0), (X1 > 0),

(Sub1 > 0), (n > 0), (Multiplication3 > 0), (w1old > 0),

(Multiplication4 > 0), (Ssubtraction2 > 0), (SMult3 > 0)}
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w1newne =
{

1 if Volume of w1new > 0
0 if otherwise

w2newne =
{

1 if Volume of w2new > 0
0 if otherwise

bnewne =
{

1 if Volume of bnew > 0
0 if otherwise

sw1newne =
{

1 if Volume of sw1new > 0
0 if otherwise

sw2newne =
{

1 if Volume of sw2new > 0
0 if otherwise

sbnewne =
{

1 if Volume of sbnew > 0
0 if otherwise

e′ne =
{

1 if Volume of e′ > 0
0 if otherwise

start =
{

1 if time > 0
0 if otherwise

SMult1e =
{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication1 = 0
0 if otherwise

SMult1ne =
{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication1 > 0
0 if otherwise

Smult2e =
{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication2 = 0
0 if otherwise

Smult2ne =
{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication2 > 0
0 if otherwise

Sbe =
{

1 if Volume of Sb = 0
0 if otherwise

Sbne =
{

1 if Volume of Sb > 0
0 if otherwise

be =
{

1 if Volume of b = 0
0 if otherwise

w1ne =
{

1 if Volume of w1 > 0
0 if otherwise

Resne =
{

1 if Volume of Res > 0
0 if otherwise

x1ne =
{

1 if Volume of x1 > 0
0 if otherwise

sw1olde =
{

1 if Volume of sw1old = 0
0 if otherwise

sw1oldne =
{

1 if Volume of sw1old > 0
0 if otherwise

s′ne =
{

1 if Volume of s′ > 0
0 if otherwise

g′ne =
{

1 if Volume of g′ > 0
0 if otherwise

Meaning that 1 marks the valve to be open and 0 closed, 
respectively.

h′ne =
{

1 if Volume of h′ > 0
0 if otherwise

e′ne =
{

1 if Volume of e′ > 0
0 if otherwise

f ′ne =
{

1 if Volume of f ′ > 0
0 if otherwise

SMult3e =
{

1 if Volume of SMult3 = 0
0 if otherwise

SMult3ne =
{

1 if Volume of SMult3 > 0
0 if otherwise

SSubtraction2ne =
{

1 if Volume of SSubtraction2 > 0
0 if otherwise

te =
{

1 if Volume of t = 0
0 if otherwise

yne =
{

1 if Volume of y > 0
0 if otherwise

ye =
{

1 if Volume of y = 0
0 if otherwise

sw1ne =
{

1 if Volume of sw1 > 0
0 if otherwise

X1e =
{

1 if Volume of X1 = 0
0 if otherwise

Sub1e =
{

1 if Volume of Subtraction1 = 0
0 if otherwise

ne =
{

1 if n = 0
0 if otherwise

Mult3e =
{

1 if Volume of Multiplication3 = 0
0 if otherwise

w1olde =
{

1 if Volume of w1old = 0
0 if otherwise

Mult4e =
{

1 if Volume of Multiplication4 = 0
0 if otherwise
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P = {(reservoir,w1, {w1newne}), (w1,Multiplication1, {start}),

(x1,Multiplication1, {start}),

(reservoir,w2, {w2newne}), (w2,Multiplication2,

{start}), (x2,Multiplication2, {start}),

(reservoir, b, {bnewne}), (Multiplication1, S+,

{SMult1e}), (Multiplication1, S−,

{SMult1ne}), (Multiplication2, S+, {SMult2e}),

(Multiplication2, S−, {SMult2ne}),

(b, S+, {Sbe}), (b, S−, {Sbne}),

(S+, [(S+) − (S−)], {}), (S−, [(S+) − (S−)], {}),

([(S+) − (S−)],Res, {}), (Res, sink, {}),

(reservoir, Sw1, {sw1newne, e�ne}),

(reservoir, Sw2, {sw2newne, e�ne}),

(reservoir, Sb, {sbnewne, e�ne}), (Sw1, xor, {start}),

(Sx1, xor, {start}), (Sw2, xor, {start}),

(Sx2, xor, {start}), Sb, sink, {start, be}),

(xor, Smultiplication1, {}), (xor, Smultiplication2, {}),

(reservoir,w1old, {w1ne}),

(reservoir, y, {Resne}), (reservoir,X1, {x1ne}),

(reservoir, Ssub1, {start, te, yne}),

(reservoir, sw1old, {Sw1ne}), (reservoir, s�, {start}),

(reservoir, sw1new, {SSubtraction2ne}),

(w1old, S+, {sw1olde, f �ne}),

(w1old, S−, {sw1oldne, f �ne}), (t, Subtraction1, {s�ne}),

(y, Subtraction1, {s�ne}), (Subtraction1,Multiplication3, {g�ne}),

(X1,Multiplication3, {g�ne}),

(Multiplication3,Multiplication4, {h�ne}),

(n,Multiplication4, {h�ne}), (Multiplication4, S+, {Smult3e}),

(Multiplication4, S−, {Smult3ne}), (S+, Subtraction2, {e�ne}),

(S−, Subtraction2, {e�ne}), (Subtraction2,w1new, {}),

(w1new, Sink, {e�ne}), (Ssub1, xor, {g�ne}), (SX1, xor, {g�ne}),

(xor, Smult3, {}), (sw1new, Sink, {e�ne}),

(sw1old, Sink, {e�ne}), (s�, g�, {te, ye}),

(g�, h�, {X1e, Sub1e}), (h�, f �, {ne,Mult3e}),

(f �, e�, {w1olde,Mult4e}), (e�Sink, {Start})}

v0 = {(w1;0), (x1;0), (w2;0), (x2;0),

(b;0), (S + ;0), (S − ;0), (Res;0), (Sw1;0),

(Sx1;0), (Sw2;0), (Sx2;0), (Sb;0),

(Smultiplication1;0), (Smultiplication2;0),

(xor;0), ([(S+) − (S−)];0), (w1old;0),

(t;0), (y;0), (X1;0),

(n;0), (Subtraction1;0), (Ssub1;0), (SX1;0),

(SMult3;0), (sw1old;0), (sw1new;0),

(Subtraction2;0), (w1new;0), (s�;0),

(g�;0), (h�;0), (f �;0), (e�;0)}

We have decided to set a maximum size of 2 for the input 
and weight tanks to keep the network dimensions limited. 
For the control tanks, the maximum value is set to one 
because the possible values of a control tank are either 1 
or 0.

To represent the weight of the connection between the 
input and the node, a tank is used, and the content of the tank 
corresponds to the weight value (see Fig. 4).

On the left side of the schema, the actual network is 
depicted, with tanks for the input (x) and tanks for the 
weights (W). In this hypothesis, these values are multiplied 
together (multiplication1, multiplication2) using the multi-
plication schema mentioned earlier. The result of the multi-
plication then flows into the tanks S (sum), while observing 
the value contained in the tanks Smultiplication1 and Smul-
tiplication2 (multiplication sign). The tank (S+) contains 
positive values, while the tank (S-) contains negative values. 
The Bias value is added to one of these two tanks, depend-
ing on the value of the tank Sb (bias sign). The subtraction 
is then performed between the values contained in the tank 
(S+) and (S-) to obtain the result of the network, which is 
then passed through the activation function to obtain the 
network’s output.

On the right side, there are control tanks used to calcu-
late the signs of multiplication and bias. In particular, the 
XOR operation is used for the multiplication sign, and the 
values contained in the tanks Smultiplication (SMult3) will 
be 0 for a positive sign and 1 for a negative sign. The Feed-
Forward phase is then followed by the weight update phase 
(see Fig. 5).

On the left side of the schema, the subtraction between 
the desired value (t) and the value obtained from the network 
(y) is performed first. Then, the multiplications between the 
result of the subtraction, the input, and the learning rate are 
carried out. On the right side of the schema, control tanks 
are present for the sign value of the multiplication (SMult3), 
sign value of old weight(Sw1old), and sign value of new 
weight(Sw1new). Finally, there is a column of control tanks 
used to adjust the valves of the input tanks to carry out the 
operations in the correct order.

3.2  Implementation 2

In the second proposed implementation, it has been chosen 
not to use tanks for the weights but instead variable-sized 
pipes that connect the tanks. Formally, the system to imple-
ment the perceptron is defined as follows:
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r=

W = {(x1), (x2), (b), (S+), (S−), [(S+) − (S−)], (Res),

(Sw1), (Sx1), (Sw2), (Sx2),

(Sb), (Smultiplication1), (Smultiplication2),

(xor), (reservoir)}

A = {(bnewne), (sw1newne), (sw2newne),

(sbnewne), (e�ne), (Start), (Smult1e),

(Smult1ne), (Smult2e), (Smult2ne),

(Sbe), (Sbne), (be), (v)}

𝜏 = {(x1, 2), (x2, 2), (b, 2), (S+, 10),

(S−, 10), ([(S+) − (S−)], 10)(Res, 2), (Sw1, 1),

(Sx1, 1), (Sw2, 1), (Sx2, 1), (Sb, 1),

(Smultiplication1, 1), (Smultiplication2, 1),

(xor, 1), (reservoir,∞)}

E = {(bnew > 0), (sw1new > 0), (sw2new > 0),

(sbnew > 0), (e� > 0),

(Smultiplication1 > 0), (Smultiplication2 > 0),

(Sb > 0), (b > 0), (v < n)}

Meaning that 1 marks the valve to be open and 0 closed, 
respectively.

bnewne =

{

1 if Volume of bnew > 0

0 if otherwise

sw1newne =

{

1 if Volume of sw1new > 0

0 if otherwise

sw2newne =

{

1 if Volume of sw2new > 0

0 if otherwise

sbnewne =

{

1 if Volume of sbnew > 0

0 if otherwise

e�ne =

{

1 if Volume of e� > 0

0 if otherwise

start =

{

1 if time > 0

0 if otherwise

Smult1e =

{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication1 = 0

0 if otherwise

Smult1ne =

{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication1 > 0

0 if otherwise

Smult2e =

{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication2 = 0

0 if otherwise

Smult2ne =

{

1 if Volume of Smultiplication2 > 0

0 if otherwise

Sbe =

{

1 if Volume of Sb = 0

0 if otherwise

Sbne =

{

1 if Volume of Sb > 0

0 if otherwise

be =

{

1 if Volume of b = 0

0 if otherwise

v =

{

1 if Volume of timer tank v < n

0 if otherwise

Fig. 4  Implementation 1: feed 
forward phase
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In the previous hypothesis, the connecting pipes between the 
tanks had the same diameter and did not affect the amount of 
water flowing through the network. To allow the passage of 
a "weighted" amount of water, a timer is used to regulate the 
opening of valves present in each connecting pipe between 
the nodes. Assuming that each second, an amount of water 
equal to the diameter of the pipe passes through each pipe, 
the water flow between the tanks can be controlled. The idea 
is to simplify the network by reducing the number of tanks 

P = {(reservoir, b, {bnewne}), (x1, S+, {Smult1e, v}),

(x1, S−, {Smult1ne, v}),

(x2, S+, {Smult2e, v}), (x2, S−, {Smult2ne, v}),

(b, S+, {Sbe, v}),

(b, S−, {Sbne, v}), (S+, [(S+) − (S−)], {}),

(S−, [(S+) − (S−)], {}),

([(S+) − (S−)],Res, {}), (Res, sink, {}),

(reservoir, Sw1, {sw1newne, e�ne}),

(reservoir, Sw2, {sw2newne, e�ne}),

(reservoir, Sb, {sbnewne, e �ne}),

(Sw1, xor, {start}), (Sx1, xor, {start}),

(Sw2, xor, {start}), (Sx2, xor, {start}),

(Sb, sink, {start, be}), (xor, Smultiplication1, {}),

(xor, Smultiplication2, {})}

v0 = {(x1;0), (x2;0), (b;0),

(S + ;0), (S − ;0), (Res;0), (Sw1;0),

(Sx1;0), (Sw2;0), (Sx2;0), (Sb;0),

(Smultiplication1;0), (Smultiplication2;0),

(xor;0), ([(S+) − (S−)];0)}

s0 = {(reservoir, b, {bnewne}, 0.1),

(x1, S+, {Smult1e, v}, 0.1),

(x1, S−, {Smult1ne, v}, 0.1),

(x2, S+, {Smult2e, v}, 0.1), (x2, S−, {Smult2ne, v}, 0.1),

(b, S+, {Sbe, v}, 0.1),

(b, S−, {Sbne, v}, 0.1), (S+, [(S+) − (S−)], {}, 0.1),

(S−, [(S+) − (S−)], {}, 0.1),

([(S+) − (S−)],Res, {}, 0.1), (Res, sink, {}, 0.1),

(reservoir, Sw1, {sw1newne, e�ne}, 0.1),

(reservoir, Sw2, {sw2newne, e�ne}, 0.1),

(reservoir, Sb, {sbnewne, e �ne}, 0.1),

(Sw1, xor, {start}, 0.1), (Sx1, xor, {start}, 0.1),

(Sw2, xor, {start}, 0.1), (Sx2, xor, {start}, 0.1),

(Sb, sink, {start, be}, 0.1), (xor, Smultiplication1, {}, 0.1),

(xor, Smultiplication2, {}, 0.1)}

�t = 1second

and eliminating the multiplications involving the inputs and 
weights. (see Fig. 6)

To update the weights, we proceed as for the previous 
solution. In this case, however, the timer cannot be utilized 
to calculate the new weight, because we need the weight 
value in a tank in order to add it to the updated value.

To create a specific timer, the schema of Ring Oscillator 
presented in [10] is modified, by adding a valve between 
tank T1 and T2 (we have changed the name of the tanks to 
avoid confusion with the tanks representing the weights). 
The condition applied to the valve is v ≠ n , which means that 
the valve remains open until the value n is reached in tank 
v (we also changed the name of tank y in v, to avoid confu-
sion with tank y in the update weight phase). Additionally, 
in tank v, the tube and valve that allow water drainage are 
removed. This way, in each iteration, it is ensured that tank v 
will receive a quantity of water equal to 1, ideally assuming 
each iteration is 1 s (see Fig. 7).

4  Multilayer perceptron

In multilayer Perceptron, nodes have the same internal 
structure as for perceptron unit, but it is necessary to create 
new structure/schema for activation functions and backward 
propagation, and to modify the schema for updating weights.

Concerning activation functions, we have considered and 
implemented ReLu, Tanh, and Sigmoid.

4.1  ReLu

ReLu activation function is the simplest, for positive value 
the result is the input, for negative value the result is zero. 
The implementation consists of a tank, and a control valve 
so if the input is negative this valve is open and the volume 
of water in the tank is zero. (For keeping the amount of 
water small, it is possible to set a max limit, to do that we 
use a pipe set to a height value, if volume of water is over 
the value the water goes into the sink).

4.1.1  Tanh

Tanh activation function is more complex. We consider vol-
ume of water between 0 and 2. If the level of water is over 2, 
then we consider the corresponding value as 2. We separate 
the input volume of water into 3 tanks: in the first and sec-
ond tank, the maximum value of water is 0.5, while in the 
third tank, it is 1. To separate the input water, we consider a 
water cascade like the one presented in [10], Fig. 1, and we 
operate on the volume of water of each tank in a different 
way. For the first tank, we take all the volume of water, (for 
example if it is 0.4 the result of tanh is 0.4). For second and 
third tank, we set an outflow pipe with a different diameter 
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which results are obtained. In general, the more complex a 
system is, the more time it takes to complete operations and 
achieve a result. Nonetheless, by exploiting parallelism of 
this model, this can be partially avoided.

In fact, te computation time can be calculated on the 
basis of the number of levels of the various tanks. Tanks at 
level i communicate with tanks at level i + 1 , in parallel. For 
example, considering Fig. 6, tanks (x1, x2, Sx1, Sx2, and 
reservoir) are at level zero, while tanks ([(S+)-(S-)], xor) 
are at level two.

The total time required to move from one level to the 
level below can be calculated by considering the maximum 
time required to let the flow of water from tanks at level i 
to tanks at level i + 1 . This can be calculated by considering 
the maximum among all tanks, that is the maximum among 
the values

Regarding accuracy, ReLu stands out as the most accurate 
activation function, providing precise results without any 
significant approximation errors. Tanh, as defined, has a 
slight approximation error, while sigmoid suffers from sig-
nificant errors due to the multiplication by the value 0.5. In 
conclusion, it becomes evident that ReLU outperforms both 
tanh and sigmoid functions in these three aspects.

4.2  Forward propagation

Forward propagation phase is the same as for perceptron 
forward propagation, but in a feedforward neural network 
structure, a unit will receive information of several units 

volume of water in tank(i)

diameter of pipe that exits from tank(i)

than 0.1 (default value), so for every second we have set a 
different outflow than 0.1, equal to the diameter of the pipe. 
This volume of water is drained into another tank that has 
two outflow pipes: one leads the water into the sink and 
the other into result tank, and these pipes have a different 
diameter than 0.1.

4.1.2  Sigmoid

For sigmoid function, we use the formula (tanh(x∕2) + 1)∕2.
We simply operate/compute the product (x*0.5) on the 

input of tanh, add 1 and perform another product on the 
result.

The activation functions just described can be compared 
with respect to three difference aspects:

• Accuracy with respect to the mathematical function they 
implement

• The time needed to provide a result
• Ease of implementation, i.e. the number of tanks and 

pipes required to implement them

Regarding ease of implementation, it appears that ReLU is 
the simplest, requiring only one tank and a valve. To imple-
ment the tanh, we need a total of 6 tanks and no valves, as 
the water cascade is exploited. While, for the sigmoid, we 
need to calculate the tanh value and, as before, we need 6 
tanks initially, then 10 tanks for each multiplication, result-
ing in a total of 26 tanks plus 4 valves, 2 for each mul-
tiplication. The hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and sigmoid are 
therefore more complex to implement compared to ReLU. 
This complexity affects, of course, not only the number of 
tanks and valves but also, as a consequence, the speed at 

Fig. 5  Weight update phase
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belonging to the previous layer. We suppose to add all this 
information in one input tank for each node.

4.3  Backward propagation

In order to implement this phase, we first need to get the 
error value of the net. We use the formula

where f �(y) is the first derivative, y is the output of the net, 
t is the label value. The idea for backward propagation is to 
rotate the net by 180 degrees, so that the output tank become 
the input of the net. In this tank, we put the error value, and 
then we propagate that value in the net like we did in forward 
propagation. In each node we get a delta value (that is, the 
error for each node); the delta values are used for updating 
the value of weights.

4.4  Update Weights

In this phase, we use the formula

where wjk is the weight between the node k and node j, n 
is the learning rate, �k is the error calculated in the current 
node, and yj is the output of upper layer node. The resulting 
schema is almost the same as perceptron updating weights 
schema.

5  Discussion and conclusions

In Implementation 1, the size of the network will be larger 
compared to that of Implementation 2, mainly due to the 
higher number of multiplications and tangent operations 
required.

� = (t − y) ∗ f �(y)

wnew
jk

= wold
jk

+ n ∗ �k ∗ yj

To implement the timer that regulates the valves in 
Implementation 2, a pump will be needed to allow water to 
cycle through the three tanks. In a future implementation, 
the effects of the pump on the network will also need to be 
taken into account.

Regarding training, the network in Implementation 2 
requires that the connecting tubes between the various nodes 
be changed with every weight update. This will surely make 
the training process of the network much harder with respect 
to Implementation 1.

Summarizing, the network in Implementation 2 requires 
a smaller number of tanks, tubes, and multiplication struc-
tures: as a consequence, it is the simplest to implement in 
terms of size. On the contrary, the network in Implementa-
tion 1 is the simplest to train, as it does not require modify-
ing the dimension of the tubes every time the weight values 
change.

Future investigations concern the tests that could be con-
ducted: for example, using more precise learning rates (e.g. 
vary in hundredths rather than just decimal places), to check 
whether or not better results can be obtained.

Fig. 6  Implementation 2: Feed 
Forward phase

Fig. 7  Timer
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Studies on more complex networks such as RNN (Recur-
rent Neural Network) or LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) 
are another important research direction.
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